
Primary 6
Health and Well-being

PE PE will be on a Monday and a Friday this term.
Please make sure you come to school with
suitable trainers and clothing for the exercise you will be doing. We will
continue to be outdoors so you might want to wear a waterproof jacket
when the weather is not favourable. We will focus on coordination and
movement techniques through sport.

We are fortunate to have the opportunity of working with
AFCCT on a Tuesday morning. The children will be developing
their teamwork and leadership skills throughout the sessions.

There will also be bikeability sessions timetabled for Tuesday
afternoon with Adventure Aberdeen. The children will be
placed in  groups and will take part on a rotation basis

Outdoor Learning
We will be going to the ‘Wildlife Garden’ on a Friday to take part in a
variety of activities from Health and Well-being to Science.
The ‘Wildlife Garden’ can get wet and muddy so children are welcome
to bring waterproofs or welly boots that they can leave in school

Mathematics
There will be a strong focus on our number skills this term. We will
be developing strategies for adding, subtracting, multiplying and
dividing. The aim will be to work with increased speed, accuracy
and confidence. This will help us later on when we work with
fractions, percentages and decimals!

We will also be working on probability, place value, statistics and
angles. In problem solving we will develop their reasoning
skills and investigative work. The children will look at different
strategies and approaches to working out problems.



Literacy

Spelling: Spelling Assessment
We will look at spelling patterns and previously taught
Phonics.
Unfamiliar words and definitions to improve our
vocabulary.

Reading: The children will have a class reader that they will be
encouraged to read for their own enjoyment. I will hear
pupils reading aloud and further develop their fluency.
Furthermore, children will be exposed to a variety of
genres and will read non-fiction and fiction short reads.
We will be undertaking comprehension questions to a
variety of texts and I’ll be teaching specific reading skills
whilst skimming and scanning the text.
We will be reading ‘Wonder’ as a class novel and
discussing and debating issues raised in the book. We
will then go onto ‘Kaspar Prince of Cats’ by Michael
Morpurgo to examine the writer’s craft.

Writing:    The focus this term will be on personal and
Imaginative writing. We will be linking our writing
through our book studies and cross curricular work.
We’ll continue to work on handwriting and grammatical
structures.

Other Curricular Areas
Our whole school context is entitled ‘My World’ and the children will be
reflecting on what makes them unique and special. They will also learn
about external factors that may influence our world. We have a live
Google Meet with the UK Parliament at Westminster planned where we
will discover how laws are made! In Science we will be looking at the
structure of the Earth and the Solar System.

We will continue to have an Assembly on a Wednesday where we will
look at the week's news in school and focus on our key values.



We have been looking at some Picasso inspired Art through cubism. I’ve
been impressed with what the children produced. We will follow this up
by looking at other examples of modern Art by experimenting with a
variety of materials. We will take part in Drama associated with our book
study and cross curricular work.

We will further our word processing skills and coding during digital
technologies. We will also explore Google Sheets and other applications
within Google Classroom

Mr Webster, Hazlehead Academy, will be working with the children on a
Friday afternoon to teach them German.

Music tuition will be held on a Thursday for those children who partake in
piano and violin.

The above is a broad overview of what will take place this term but may
be subject to change.

Regards,

N Andersen


